system (ONS) of homogeneous polynomials in D with respect to the inner product JofgdVo-In this paper we exhibit such a system {(pj} explicitly on D in a special case, only with respect to the inner product (1) (<Pj, <Pk) = I <t>jfkdV = 8jk J B
(dV Euclidean volume element on B). The functions turn out to be certain hypergeometric functions multiplied by powers of Zy.
2. Calculation of the inner product.
Lemma. A parametrization of the set zz* = I is
(O^rgl, O^0,-^27r, j=l, 2, 3).
Proof.
If we set Zj = rieie', then zz* = I if and only if r\+r22=l, t\+ii = l, rir3+r2ri cos a = 0, r2r4 sin a = 0 (a= -0i+d2+d3 -6i). The last equation implies r2 = 0, r,i = 0 or a = nir (n = 0, +1, • • • )• Now r2 = 0 implies n = l, r3 = 0, f« = l. However the set
is the Cartesian product of 2 circles lying in the planes Re z2 = Re z3 = Im z2 = Im z3 = 0 and hence is a two-dimensional subset of the fourdimensional set B and as such may be disregarded in the integration over B. Similarly if r4 = 0. Thus we may take a= +ir. Hence nr3 = r2r4, also r2 = r3 and n = r4. Setting n = r, 04= +7r-f?i+02+^3, (1) follows. Now
, J being the Jacobian of z with respect to r and 0. But (1) and (2) ajk = (-l)/+*16ir8 f rl+2"+2''+2k(l -r2)«+2^'-^r.
J o
The substitution t = r2 transforms ajk into Dirichlet's integral which has the value [8] (-iy+k8Tr
3. System of homogeneous polynomials. Let a) pw = n^ QGo-ntf, 3-i y-i pj and qj being non-negative integers. By means of (2.1) and (2.2) it is seen that (P, Q) 7^0 if and only if
P>~q*=-a,
where a is an integer.2 Thus setting qi=p, p2 = q, p3 = r, qi = s, we get Lemma 1. Let P and Q be powers in Zj. The inner product (P, Q) t^O if and only if Proof. Let P(z) be given by (1) . Suppose £4 = min (pi, pi), p3 = min (p2, pz). Define j = pi, p=pi-pit r = p3+pit q = p2 -p3. This expresses P in the form (2.3). A power Q = zfzQ2zqiz'4 is nonorthogonal to P if and only if, in case qi^pi, Ii = P + j -a, Qi = q + r -(j -a), q3 = r -(j -a), o4 = j -a (a = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , j), or, in case qi^pi, qi = P + j + a, q2 = q + r -j -a, q3 = r -j -a, o4 = j + a (a = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , r-j), that is, in case
This proves (i) of Lemma 2 and similarly for the other parts.
ONS of homogeneous polynomials.
Theorem. An ONS of homogeneous polynomials on D orthonormalized with respect to the inner product (1.1) is (1) <t>™ ( Similarly for the ONS (4.10). [2], related to the ONS (4.1).
